
Week 4 (11th June – 16th June) 

Status 
 Status as on the week ended 9th June was following: 

 Switched over to the KML encoding after REST interface was found incompatible with ArcGIS 

Explorer. 

 Started the task of dynamic production of KML file as per the user request and established a 

link between Arduino and Google earth(as well as ArcGIS Explorer). 

 

 Carrying on the task, there was a problem early in the week as Arduino mysteriously hanged 

after 2-3 user requests. After debugging, the problem was found to be in the String class of Arduino 

in one module, which was rectified by switching over to the Char array. 

 

 As for the previous week the question was how to move forward rather than where to move 

forward. It was to be decided during the telecon with Dustin. The status now is as follows: 

 

 KML file could be broken down to 2 segments: First, the static part stored in RAW.KML (on 

SD card) and second dynamic part which as of now is only the description and coordinates 

tag of KML file.  

 

 The scenario assumed is of two sensors attached to the Arduino, which are updated via user 

request if the URL is ***/rest/services/update. To make for the absence of a timing device 

and actual sensors, the sensor readings and date are requested from the admin via serial 

port when the request like above comes.  

 

 
(this is the snapshot of Serial Port) 

 

 The updated values are appended at the end of log file maintained separately for both the 

sensors (Sensor1.txt and Sensor2.txt) along with their dates and Serial number and stored in 



SD card. The snapshot of the text file is given below. First, it is the Serial Number starting 

with N, then in the second line comes the Date starting with D followed by the measured 

value. In this way, entire log of the data entries along with their date and time is maintained 

and individuality is provided by its Serial ID. To ensure that Serial No. is not lost even when 

the Arduino loses the power, it is stored in the on-board EEPROM 

 
(Snapshot of Sensor1.txt) 

 

 To build an entire KML file, static part is as it is transmitted from the SD card and when the 

time comes, dynamic part consisting of Description and coordinates is fetched from the SD 

card too and added to it. Description part consists of the Sensor data and whole or a part of 

Sensor log file could be sent depending upon user request. When the request is something 

like ../../services/sensor2, entire Sensor2.txt file (like the one above) is added in the 

description body of KML file and sent. 

 

 Apart from this, sensor data is query able on the basis of date. For ex: when the request is 

something like ../../sensor1/05-22*06-04; Arduino sends all the data available in the 

Sensor1.txt from 22nd May to 4th July. The screenshot of the following is shown below. 

 

Request: 192.168.1.177/rest/services/sensor1/05-22*06-04 

Response: 



 (The screenshot showing the values from 22nd June to 6th July) 

 

 This version was uploaded on the SVN on Friday. Dustin had a look at it and sent his reviews 

to me. The major ones are as follows- 

o He notified me of the error that when request was made to retrieve the data 

from suppose 12th June and there is no entry for 12th but for 13th , so Arduino 

should send the data from 13th onwards. The corrections were made, but there 

was a bit of lengthy procedure involved as when we retrieve the data from SD 

card, it comes in the form of ASCII characters and we have to compare them to 

an int (in our case the date) . 

o He asked me to use his Sensor module which he developed for the 

AgriSenseBox, in place of my Sensor module. The newer version with this is 

scheduled to be uploaded tomorrow. 

Problems: 

 

There are no major problems at this point. Hope it stays this way.  



Tasks for next week: 

 In the scenario assumed for the previous week, the sensor position was taken to be static. So 

there was no need to store coordinates along with measurements in the log file. But if the 

Arduino or sensors change their positions, geographical coordinates will also be worth attaching 

to give a complete information about the measurement.  

 For instance, take the case of a Traffic Sense Box, the best model would be to send only one 

response, and in that response put placemarks over all the places the measurement has been 

taken. Google earth also provides the feature of displaying only selected placemarks, so that 

would also remove the overhead of querying from the Arduino and user can choose which ones 

to display. Presently, we are sending the entire information in one Placemark but in that way, 

we will be sending as many placemarks as the number of places at which measurement has 

been done. Further, Earth will put placemarks at all those places with the readings in its 

measurements. Views of Dustin and Arne are still to be taken on it. 

       

The three placemarks above can specify the place where the measurement has been taken, 

and the response can be sent in single KML file 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 


